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THE FIRST FIVE YEARS:

A 1967 Recollection of the Experimental Liberal Arts Enrichment Program
at Marymount College of Virginia

Five years have passed since the Experimental Enriched Liberal Arts
program was introduced at Marymount College of Virginia. While the
initial impact of the program predictably brought about instant changes
on the campus (as reported in our article published by the Junior. College,
Journal in October, 1962), that dynamic effect has continued. 'Now, when
a half-decade has been completed, it seems right that an examination of
the program should be made and reported, not only for thesatisfaction
of those whose response brought enrichment to faculty and fellow students
alike, but also for the encouragement of those who wish to try new
approaches but hesitate to begin.

The Enriched Liberal Arts program is analytically described in
Cooperative Research Project 1549, a study financed by a U.S. Office of
Education grant. On file at the Library of Congress, and available to
anyone interested in unbouna form from the College at a small charge, the
report provides statistical and research data. This recollection,
however, is designed to "flesh out" that angular skeleton and to provide
a more humane insight to the achievements, methods and sheer educational
excitement which the program itself generated.

One of the most unusual features of the enriched program in liberal
arts as introduced at Marymount College of Virginia in September, 1961,
was the use of the seminar method in the core of liberal arts courses
required for all students, regardless of curriculum. At that time, the
seminar technique was still primarily reserved to the graduate and, in
some institutions, upper-division levels. Obviously, too, the definitive
difference between small classes and seminars was essential tokMarymount
College of Virginia's decision to implement the experiment.

Effective with the 1961 pilot group of students, and continuing in
the present, teachers of courses in English, Philosophy, Theology and
the Social Sciences lecture to groups of approximately sixty students
twice a week, but in addition meet all students each week in groups of
twelve for a seminar discussion. In this way students are assured not
only the presentation of the disciplines concerned, but also a personal
academic confrontation in which their intellectual responsibility may be
expressed and assessed.

The new approach brought a changed climate to the campus. Library
use more than doubled and time for "busy work" type of campus activities
became more and more scarce as students strove to complete assignments
and to prepare for discussion and full participation at the seminars.
Students appeared to be busy at their studies and in most cases, to be
finding their work satisfying and enjoyable. When questioned, students
admitted that they did their readings much more regularly and thoroughly
since in small groups it was not possible to hope that they could evade
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participation. As one said: "...it was no loner possible to sit back
and leave it to Susie.'"

Of 61 questionnaires completed by liberal arts students in 1963, 60
indicated that the seminars were valuable, one said that they were not.
Representative statements were: "The seminar system should definitely
be kept at Maxymount because in a smaller group each feels free to comment
and question - students receive individual attention;" and "...seminars
helped all of us express our opinions on all topics; helped us to think
and organize while speaking."

Guidance

It was recognized from the beginning that one of the important features
of a program such as this would be emphasis on individual guidance and
counseling.

A Faculty Advisor system had been in operation since 1958, and a
clinical psychologist available for individual as well as group consultation,
At first, only the religious who were residence hall prefects were Faculty
Advisors. In 1964 full time lay faculty members joined the ranks, so
that the number of advisees to advisor could be limited to 12-15. Nei:ably,
lay faculty requested that they be included in the system.

Since the training of advisors clearly would be significant to the
system's success, special pre-fall semester conferences were inaugurated,
in order to discuss techniques in interviewing, ways of getting to know
the advisees, method of referrals and student personnel services available.

In 1961 a placement Office was established to provide job and career
information for students and alumnae.

In 1965 a full time College Transfer Counselor was added to the staff,
as was a psychologist whose chief assignment was to coordinate the work of
the Faculty Advisors.

As in the fields of instruction, the role of the Faculty Advisor is
of vital importance if the objectives of challenging students to reach
their potential are to be reached. Through Faculty Enrichment Grants (see
page 10) faculty members who wished to improve their skill as advisors
and to share their acquired knowledge with others have been sponsored in
specialized studies.

Innovations in Classroom Teaching

Innovations in classroom teaching and other instructional aids have
developed in conjunction with the emphasis on individual potential.

Perhaps campus-wide innovations and experiments could be classified
under four headings:

1. Experiments in classroom instruction Ind independent study.

2. Experiments to improve educational tools and remedial programs
and study techniques, including guidance.

3. Innovations resulting from an Xnstitutional self-Study in the
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areas of objectives, curriculum and instruction, made over a
two-year period from 1964-1966.

4. The European study program.

Creative Approaches to Stuff

In the years since 1961, several faculty members, encouraged by the
emphasis on ways of improving instruction and the campus-wide emphasis on
achieving individual potantial, have tried innovative methods of instruction.

A summer independent study program in History and English was set
up. One of the objectives of this program was to encourage students to
read during the summer. Special reading lists and study guides were issued
to those who applied and received approval from the Academic Dean and the
Department concerned. A short discussion session (over a period of 2 days
before the College re-opened) was held in the fall, followed by an oral
examination conducted by members of the respective departments for those
who wished to receive credit. While the number who completed the course
and received credit was small, the program did encourage summer reading for
many who completed even part of it. A few faculty members, as well as the
Academic Dean, were not really convinced that students could succeed in
completing, through directed independent summer study, work worthy of
academic credit. Therefore, when permission to take this course became
more and more difficult to obtain it died out. In evaluating the program,
however, students expressed satisfaction in the summer work - it had
stimulated them. One student wrote; "This course elaborated on all the
previous knowledge of literature that I had."

RIallell4 Learning - English

One English teacher, Mrs. Evelyn Ludlow, experimented with Programmed
Teaching of Rhythm Patterns in poetry for a limited period of sophomore
English courses. Contrary to expectations, she found that the traditional
method of teaching, even in technical areas, produced better results. The
experiment, however, will be tried again in another poetry class.

Independent Study

Mrs. Ludlow also conducted an independent study in her poetry class
for the past two years. The final report showed in many instances a marked
degree of the "learning depth" which had been hoped for. The carry. ..ter
into the general field of poetry was evidenced by the statement of some
that they had learned how to "get at" a ponm. The students commented favor-
ably on the'value of the experience. The instructor was particularly
pleased with excitement generated in the seminar discussions following
presentation of each report, and with the number of libraries other than
the College library which the students had used. There seemed to be also
an increased ease in the technique of using resources as the project
progressed and an increase in the maturity and sense of responsibility in
doing semi-independent work, which the project was designed to foster.

Independent Study

Sister Pauline Apuzzo, another English Department member, tried an
independent study experiment with a Freshman English class during the fall
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of 1966. In her report she atates: "Although it is too early to evaluate
the outcome of this research approach in terms of the final paper, it is
safe to say that the majority of students responded f2-7orably to the
responsibility imposed upon them. Many rem---%ei upon the great deal of
work they were able to accomplish, but also how difficult (but challenging)
it was to discipline themselves into workir2 " a Pelf-made
schedule."

Poetry music

Mrs. Ludlow experimented with her class in poetry by having students
read aloud to music reflecting the mood and rhythm of the poem selected for
study. A description of the project is included in the Appendix.

Philosophy

The Philosophy Department also experimented with new approaches to
that discipline. There were several experiments to a direct approach to the
teaching of logic which were evaluated until a study group recommended the
discontinuation of logic as a specific course. Because of the need of
students to grasp the language of philosophy before really benefitting from
courses in this discipline, philosophy teachers organized an orientation to
Philosophical Reading and worked with incoming sophomores who were to assist
freshman students.

In history, too, there have been attempts to stikiste analytical and
critical Chinking as students complete research on specific topics. Primary
sources are used in preparation. The use of the Oxfo- :-Cambridge non-decision
debate proved highly successful as employed by Sister Itancis de Sales Boren.

Foreiwn Language

The language Department has attempted from year to year to find a way
to bring students to their maximum potential in lanc-age study. In addition
to strengthening their facility iii the spoken language, they have attempted
to improve their proficiency in listening comprehension, in reading and
composition as well as in the cultural heritage of the peoples whose liter-
ature it is that they are studying.

Language Laboratories

The introduction of the language laboretrzy 4. the requirement
that students work there on specific assignments out-:. - or. cl...as hours

was the first successful innovation. Each year labmrs' ly icquirements have
been studied and adjusted in an attempt to find the in consid-
eration of the type of material used and hours requirei. ?moll the materials
;:aped for advanced students were actual newscasts coming by short-wave
radio from foreign nations, plays taped from stereo recordings, and poets
reciting their own poems.

MLA. Placement

In 1960, because of growing dissatisfaction with the placement of
students the MLA (Modern Language Association) ex:.akluat.l..ax was used. This
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was administered at incoming students' high schools before the end of their
senior year, so that scores and tapes could be analyzed during the summer.

While this produced a definite improvement, there were a few technical
weaknesses the first year; some schools, given the option, preferred to
send a detailed description of language work of their students. In many
instances this resulted in placement of students in courses for which they
were not really prepared.

A statistical comnarison of MLA scores, grades, and CEEB language
eosiprehensive and listening scores resulted in a new cut-off scale for
September, 1966. Studies are being continued. The general impression
so far is that there is much greater satisfaction with placement this year.

Spanish Civilization through Drena

Sister Francoise Therese Rogan, in conducting a Spanish Civilization
class during 1966-1967, decided to try teaching through the study of plays.
Four were studied in the original language: two reoresenting the twentieth
century (one contemporary, one 1935), one nineteenth century and one seven-
teenth century. Through study of the background of the plays, the civil-
ization of the period was described in a meaningful setting. The teacher
taped each of her fifty minute lectures in Spanish and students were able
to work with these in the laboratory. There were also detailed questions
at the end of each lecture. These covered fine points which often stimu-
lated a trip to the library to verify answers.

While there has not been time as yet to analyze the results completely,
this will be done for the benefit of others who may wish to try an interest-
ing and innovative method of teaching foreign literature and civilization
in college.

Study Abroad

Marymount College of Virginia has long been interested in study abroad.
Since 1963 there have been summer study and travel programs available. A
guided cultural tour of Europe was designed to incorporate a month of inten-
sive language study at one of the universities in France or Spain.

In summer of 1966 another "first" was tried: the Sophomore Semester
Abroad. Twenty-four students -- twelve for France, twelve for Spain --

arrived in Paris on July 26 for a week of sightseeing and orientation to
the European scene.

On July 31 the French group set out for the University at Dijon, and
the Spanish group for the university of Menendez Pelayo at Santander where
they followed the university courses in language as well as their Marymount
courses, which were conducted under Mr. Michael Didoha and Mrs. Joseph
O'Connor. After completing the courses at Dijon, the French group set out
for Montpellier where they followed both the September course and the winter
course until December 20.

The Spanish group traveled by
they studied at the University for
traveled back to Madrid where they
December 20.

bus from Santander to Seville, where
the month of September; then they
completed the course from October to
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The two members of the Marymount College of Virginia faculty were each
qualified in two areas -- Mr. Didoha in Philosophy and Theology; Mrs.
O'Connor in Political Science: and English. Each completed nine teaching
weeks with each group, concentrating on the courses and completing a mini-
mum of forty-five class hours. Thus, when the students returned in December,
they had completed the first semester of the Sophomore year.

In addition to having the opportunity to live in another country to
study at universities which have long traditions of learning, and to meet
people of many nations, the participants were able to visit places of
interest and observe people in their native surroundings -- an education
in itself. To quote Mr. Didoha, writing at the end of September; "The
girls are saying less and less of 'I wish I had a hamburger,' and more and
more of 'Let's plan an excursion to .1.

Students have completed the College Entrance Board's language compre-
hensive and listening tests, each student was interviewed by two members
of the language department and all completed an original composition in the
language studied. These reports will be analyzed and made part of the final
report on the project.

The Library

The Library, too, has tried to assist in the efforts to explore the
students' full potential.

The following is one of many attempts:

The librarians have conducted orientation series with each Freshman
English class at the beginning of the year. In cooperation with the English
Department several different methods have been tried to get ;tudents to know
their way around the library and to become familiar with the resources as
well as the library tools. During the academic years 1963-64 and 1964-65,
two members of the teaching faculty were released from half of their normal
teaching assignments in order to serve in the library as academic consultants
for students. It was believed that classroom teachers would be more of a
help than the librarian in guiding students to sources.

While this was moderately successful, after evaluation it was agreed
to accomplish the same objective by closer cooperation between the library
and the English Department.

Remedial Work

In the area of remedial or developmental work there have been several
experiments. Recognizing that written English and correct grammar are of
such great importance to success in all fields, the College has promoted
several attempts to improve the quality of writing skills. For two years
the English 3200 Program was sent to incoming students with directions to
complete it during the summer. After evaluation for two years, English
instructors believed that a pre-college test in the mechanics and effective-
ness of expression in addition to the College Board Writing Sample would be
better. These were evaluated during the summer and students who were con-
sidered borderline were required to take special remedial work in English,
in addition to their Freshman English courses.
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It is believed that the exceptionally high retention of the Class of
'67 is due in no small degree to this practice. Eighty-two percent of
freshmen who entered college in September, 1965, returned as sophomores
in September, 1966.

Inter - Disciplinary Au:coach

In the fall semester 1964-65 an inter-disciplinary program was designed
with the cooperation of freshman English and theology teachers. The object-
ives were to find a way to stimulate interest in research, to give students
some experience in the use of time to study a topic in depth, and to provide
some freedom from regular class structure for the 'lame duck' period between
Christmas vacation and semester examinations in January.

Through the cooperation of the two departments students completed
formal classes and took content examinations in English and theology before
they left for Christmas vacation. Meanwhile their English research paper,
ordinarily.on any topic with emphasis on technique rather than content, was
focused that year on a topic for theology. Thus, students completed one
paper, not two, which was guided and graded by both teachers. Students had
individual interviews during the two weeks while they were preparing the
papers. Specific report and check forms were designed and used by the re-
spective departments so that they would have a record of their guidance and
the progress of each student. Typical topics were: "Prophetism;" "A Study
of Jeremiah;"Judaism;" "The Study of the Sabbath and the Festivals;" A Com-
parison of the Book of Job and the Play 1.7.B.';" and "Monotheism in Egyptian
and Hebrew Religions."

The experiment was rated as quite successful by all concerned. Faculty
members considered the quality of the papers, for the most part, average
or above, with several rated excellent. They believed that most of the stu-
dents gained more from this approach than they would have from a traditional
research assignment in each of the courses. They believed that all students
benefitted, although a few, whose performance would probably have been no
better regardless of method, failed to utilize fully the opportunity given.

The teachers believed that they had an opportunity to get to know the
students and their work on a much higher level than they had before, even
in the seminars.

Because of further experiments in semester timing, the program has not
been repeated. It did show that many fears and reservations concerning the
possibility of students benefitting and using an opportunity for hours of
research to advantage were unfounded.

Campus Climate; Honor Code

One of the first discoveries made in 1961 was that there was need for
more time than previously required to keep up with assignments.

Requests were made to have the 11:00 o'clock "lights out" curfew re-
moved or extended to a later hour.

A student-faculty committee met to discuss this during the 1961-62
scholastic year. In the course of several meetings and discussions it be-
came clear that it should be possible to study in the dormitories at any
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during the day, and that before hours could be lengthened it was necessary
to have reasonable assurance that the atmosphere for study would preyed at
all times.

Then a proposal was made to experiment in a limited way with an "Honor
System," whereby students would be on their honor to maintai7i reasonable
quiet at all times during the day and to keep their lights on after 11:00 p.m.
only when necessary for study purposes.

After a meeting with the student body the experiment was approved and
was so successful that the faculty-student committee continued its work in
developing an honor code which would include all areas of student conduct.
This was approved and went into effect in September, 1962.

As of September, 1962, students guided their life on campus by the
Marymount College of Virginia Honor Code. This placed far greater respons-
ibility on the individual.

During the scholastic year 1963-64 many signs of the impact of the
education at Marymount College of Virginia became evident. Sophomores on
their own initiative expressed a desire to promote purposeful intellectual
activity on campus. Language students asked language teachers to have
dinner with them on the eveniags of Faculty Workshops. Signs reading "Ici
on parle francais - or espanol" were placed over the table numbers. Others
invited history or social science teachers to discuss current social or
political issues, and still others invited philosophy or literature teachers
to discuss current books.

Another, group organized "suite" discussions of books after setting a
goal of reading unassigned paperbacks according to a schedule. Several
sophomore suites participated.

Sophamores also promoted recreational sports on campus over the week-
ends. They made a sincere effort to find talent among quiet and reserved
students who might not always be noticed.

One of the final projects was a campus "College Bowl" with teams
named for Presidents of the United States and scholars of antiquity by
class choice. Emphasis was on students not always recognized; each
class had student talent scouts. Faculty members were judges and spec-
tators were invited to the elimination contests until freshmen and sopho-
mores each were narrowed to one team -- the outstanding students from each
class. Much enthusiasm was generated for the final contest, held at an
assembly attended by faculty and students.

Greater Need for orientation

With the stress on personal responsibility, the shortness of time
which two years provides and the tragedy which occurs when a student does
not realize the necessity of beeinning well, students themselves realized
that there was need for greater stress on orientation before the opening
of the college year. Factors which influenced this decision included:
a) necessity of a good beginning if success is to be assured, b) the age
(17-18) of freshman students, c) the newness of both campus discipline
and methods of instruction, time factors and environment. Ninety percent
were boarders from more than thirty states, many far away from home for
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the first time. (In the present year, the proportion is 15% non-resident
and 85% resident students living on campus.) An orientation week was planned
for September, 1962, and has continued each year since. Student leaders,
elected during freshman year, prepare each spring for the orientation of the
class entering the College the following September. Among results of this
planning have been the lengthening of orientation period to one week and a
greater stress on the academic aspects of college life.

Student Leader Orientation

In order to prepare student leaders for the important part they necess-
arily play in the orientation of freshmen, a Student Executive Seminar was
inaugurated in September, 1962. This seminar met for three days before the
freshmen arrived and provided an intensive program to assist these students
in preparing for their important role in presenting the important features
of college life and objectives to the incoming freshmen, to help them to
understand the necessity for campus regulations and the honor code by which
they maintain necessary atmosphere for study.

Invited guest speakers who specialize in leeership or character train-
ing, such as Dr. Ernest Ligon of Union College's Character Research Program
and Bishop John Wright of Pittsburgh, have participated in these Student
Executive Seminars as well as members of the College administration, faculty
and alumnae who had been outstanding student leaders. Student leaders have
played an important role in the planning of both Freshman Orientation and
the Student Executive Seminar.

Faculty Orientation

The College has always been aware that the success of any program de-
pends to a very great extent on the teaching faculty members. The emphasis
oa the achievement of individual encellence therefore extends to the faculty
members who are responsbile for instructing.

The major continuing need is a clear and professional understanding by
faculty members of the goals and objectives of the College; of the charact-
eristics of the student body; the requirements of the campus life at Mary-
mount College of Virginia; the student leadership role; the honor code; and
the particular stress on the individual through the seminar method.

Each year since 1960 a faculty workshop has been held for two days be-
fore the opening of College in the fall, as well as three to five sessions
in the spring. These workshops have each been planned along a particular
theme and have included demonstration of techniques, reports, discussion and
presentation by distinguished educators. Suggestions of faculty members,
gathered through questionnaires, have been included. Faculty members have
also participated as discussion leaders, panel participants and the like.
Books and background readings have been provided at the College's expensefor all faculty members.

The following comments may serve to demonstrate the role of the FacultyWorkshops in the development of improved instruction at Marymount College
of Virginia:
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"The session at which Dean Hayes spoke was, to me, the most interesting,
not only because I have successfully used some of the ideas he presented- -
e.g. role playing, group dynamics, case study. The workshop was beneficial
in that it encouraged me to take time out to review what I am doing in the
light of 'am I doing my best?'"

"Dean Hayes was my inspiration -- he not only projects enthusiasm for
the teaching learning process; but encourages one to make a self-evaluation
of present techniques, methods, and attitudes. I am truly more conscious
n$ pAttornot that haves 4avalnpoti in tasuthing that ennlA ha nhiptyail Ar

"From the comments made by this speaker (Dean Harriet Hudson) and from
the comments made by our own faculty, I am confident that the method (the
seminar) can be extremely beneficial to each student who has the opportunity
to participate in this."

Miss Hudson brought out the point that the facilities of the library
used torepare the to follow in the

fixml-the librarian's point of view, I dis-
covered, as each faculty member spoke of his or her likes or dislikes of
the seminar, that those who liked the seminar, and were having happy experi-
ences in the seminars, are faculty members who library and ar_ a

stantly seeking out ways to inspire their students."

Other Faculty Programs

Faculty members have been encouraged to develop innovated approaches
to the teaching of their particular disciplines and to seek self-improvement
through summer enrichment grants.

Each year faculty members have been supported up to $1,000.00 in summer
projects to improve themselves as teachers.

In order to assure an objective judgment, applications for these grants
are evaluated by three judges recruited from research agencies in no way
connected with the college. Through this enrichment program faculty members
have been supported in attending European universities to study the French
novel and drama; &Mending the Shakespeare Anniversary Festival with the
Association of 7eachers of English; in studying programmed instruction and
to develop a project for the teaching ofzhythm patterns in poetry; visiting
business colleges in England and Scotland to compare the training of British
secretaries with that of American secretaries; a summer of research on the
Dawdeswell papers in Sheffield, England; preparation of a text for use in
theology class, and completion of doctoral dissertation research, to name
only a few.

Dr. Harley 0. Preston, Executive Secretary, Committee on National and
International Affairs, American Psychological Association, wrote in March,
1963: "....Three individuals - Dr. Paul Spector, Dr. Victor Small, and
myself - independently ranked the five applicants

"The discussion among the judges brought out the following points which
may provide some guidance to an ultimate decision,

"1. Miss Gilbert is just beginning her career and a grant for further
study at this time would probably give considerable psychological impetus
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to continuing her career. Also, because of her age, her tenure at Marymount
may be longer than some of the other applicants and hence she will have a
greater opportunity to affect more students on one of the basic subjects of
a junior college - English.

I

"2. Mrs. Ludlow presents a definite plan for the use of the grant.
Her long teaching experience and her tmure at Marymount would seem to quail
fy her for the honor. Further, it is improbable that she would leave Mary-
tount at this stage of her career as a result of the contacts that she would
make while pursuing the plan she proposes."

Realizing that considerable progress had been made toward the goal of
stimulating studeLts to more than average educational interests and motivate
ing them to make tile effort necessary to achieve this, the administrators
of the College decided to institute an institutional self-analysis to deter-
mine where Marymount College of Virginia was, where it was going and how to
get there. An outstanding American educator, Dr. William H. Conley, agreed
to serve as consultant to this study, and in September, 1964, faculty
committees were organize,' in three major study areas: objectives, curricu-
lum and instruction. The committees met regularly during 1964-65 and sub-
mitted reports at the end of the scholastic year.

TWO problems about which tho committees expressed most concern were:
the number of courses taken simultaneously by students, and the number
of one and two semester hour courses. They were also concerned over the
related fact *hat the program arrangement left very litte opportunity for
electives.

During the summer of 1965 reports were studied at the College. It
was possible to consolidate many of the two credit courses and all the
speech courses, which had offered one credit. This relieved, to a small
degree, the number of areas which were demanding students' attention at
one time.

After analyzing proposals for a change in calendar which would allow
greater concentration in fewer areas at a time, the Administrative Committee
found that the idea of a split semester which had been suggested seemed
workable. When the Registrar's Office was able to prepare a master plan
which provided for a comparatively even distribution of faculty teaching
load and student course sequence, the plan was approved on an experimental
basis for a minimum of two years.

According to this plan, the semester is evenly divided into two eight
week class periods. This includes seven complete weeks of classes for all,
days for study and consultation and three days for examinations. The plan
for the entire year is drawn up during fall registration period so that
there is a minimum requirement for registration formalities after each
unit of the year is completed. (It should be noted that other than in
extraordinary cases Marymount College of Virginia does not make mid-yeat
admissions.) Each student takes three semester hours in English every
semester and three hours of either theology or philosophy, so that at the
end of the year she has completed six semester hours of English, and three
each in the other two disciplines. In addition to the three credit course
in the humanities (English, theology or philosophy) students take one or
two other three credit courses each half-semester. It is also possible for
students taking skill courses (such as shorthand, typing, and certain art)
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to take one or two three semester hour courses for the entire semester. For
example -- a liberal arts student may take:

lst 8 weeks 2nd 8 weeks 3rd 8 weeks 4th. 8 weeks

English 3 Philosophy 3 English 3 Theology 3
History 3 History 3 Science or Math 3 or 4 Science or Math 3 or 4
French 3 French 3 Speech Speech 3

A oculocuarLft4 blAniellr. may take .

English 3 Philosophy
Shorthand... Shorthand
Typing. Typing
Bus. Law 3 Bus. Math

3

3

2

3

English
Shorthand
Typing
Accounting

3 Theology
Shorthand
Typing
Accounting

3

3
2

3

Careful study is planned to determine the effect of this arrangement.
Teachers who are responsible for the courses on the split semester find
that it is much more challenging for them. They find that fhey have more
work to do in order to keep up with the pace and cover the required sylla-
bus. They also find that they have to revamp their time patterns, since
it is clear that this split semester does not simply mean covering twice as
much material per week.

It is also true that the number of subjects taken at any one time is
approximately half that according to the traditional arrangement. For
example, language teachers who may have had 100 students for the year now
have approximately 50 per semester. With the reduced number meeting twice
as often, there is a much greater opportunity for the teacher to know the
individual students and the type of work each performs. One language teacher
reported that she had covered before the end of the first half of semester
more than she covered up to March last year. Furthermore, students seemed
to have a far better grasp of the language.

Research Office

A research office has been in operation at the College since the time
of the first Cooperative Research Branch contract with the U. S. Office of
Education for the evaluation of the Enriched Liberal Arts progxot, In its
formative stages, the office has concentrated primarily on orderly accumu-
lation of data. The College plans, however, to extend the office's activity
to more evaluative functions. Since its inception the office has been
served by professional research consultants.

CORD

The objectives of the liberal arts content of the first two years of
college have been of continual interest to Marymount College of Virginia
as the experimental and innovative approach developed on ckimptts. Therefore,
in June, 1966, a CORD contract with the Office of Education Research Branch
was signed 'ay which Marymount College of Virginia agreed to assume leader-
ship in a Consortium of Research Development in conjunction with Bennett
College in Millbrook, New York; Chatham College in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania;
and Manhattanville College of the Sacred Heart at Purchase, New York.

-
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Through a joint study of the humanities it is expected that a still
greater interest in innovative instruction and creative teaching will be
encouraged.

Evaluation

A few of the current innovative plans, the evaluation of 4hich instruct-
ors are pursuing with college research consultants, include:

1. A comparison of a three credit speech course, taught throughout
a semester with a course concentrated in a half semester.

2. An evaluation of the impact of language study following the two
time arrangements.

3. An experiment in team teaching in the humanities.

4. An evaluation of European Study Program.

5. A self-analysis of Student Personnel Program.

Extra Classroom Life

Due to the increased intellectual demands on students,a new look at
extra-class activities became necessary. A self-analysis of student
personnel program is but one of the current results of this need.

Perhaps the results of these efforts can best be illustrated by a few
sample excerpts from questionnaires which have been completed by parents
and students each year and from a recent alumnae survey.

Students on the Seminar System:

Student Questionnaires - Class of 1963 - First to complete a full two year
program ,with seminars:

"...Because in a smaller group each feels free to comment and
question. Students receive individual attention."

".. .The Seminar system should definitely be kept at Marymount. They
should be kept as small as possible."

"...Seminars helped all of us express our opinions on all topics;
helped us to think and organize while speaking."

"...The Ethics seminar made the individual think--it enabled us to
answer questions and discuss among ourselves."

guestionnaires completed b students before the end of their Sophomore year,:

Question: Outstanding...features at MCV

A student in the secretarial program wrote :...the acute interest in
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the faculty in the student and her well-beilig and the idea of helping her
to get ahead. The student is their main interest."

An education student; "...Its interest in all students and its ability
in bringing forth the potential of each student."

A. merchandising student; "...The seminars, the way they are conducted,
and the limited number of students in them."

A liberal arts student; '...The courses provided offer a program where
one can feel college work is being demanded, yet it remains on a personal
level with the student."

Questionnaire to parents of Sophomores as they com fete their course at MCV:

Question: When your entered Marraynt College of Virginia, what did
you hope that she would accomplish there?

"...Become interested in books to the point where she would wish to go
on for a degree. Get a broader outlook by mixing with others. Being away
from home would create a greater appreciation of what she has at home."

ft Confidence in her ability to handle a college curriculum of liberal
arts and a desire to go on to further education as her confidence developed."

"...Study and live with other girls. To know what the rest of the world
and people in it think and how they act."

When asked oe__mjtsolleeofViriinionastohowMaourliacouldhavebsen
more helpful - Parents rep onded:

"... Marymount does an excellent job. So many girls at this point are
not awake. They have yet to see the world they live in, to think about it,
or to realise their potential; Marymount makes them do their best."

It is certain that many efforts have been expended in our attempt to bring
individuals to their greatest potential -- that although much has been achieved
toward this objective, there is still much to be done.

General institutional strengths may be recognized as:

1. General appreciation of the value of the enriched liberal arts
program and the fairly universal appreciation for the seminar
system.

2. An experimental approach to instruction with the encouragement for
innovative and creative experiments in instruction which have been
attempted by several instructors.

3. Experiments in programming in order to provide an opportunity for
greater study in depth have been tried in the form of inter-
disciplinary projects and split semester calendar. Course require-
ments have been adjusted in line with institutional self-study
recommendations.
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Problems

In recognizing these strengths I should like to mention that there are
also problems which impede the complete fulfillment of stated objectives:

1. The hesitancy on the part of some faculty members to take the risks
that come with innovation and to make the extra effort required to
try a new and untried way of conducting their classes.

2. The need for a method of satisfactmly orientating Faculty Advisors
and establishing a completely effective advisor-advisee communication
system.

Lou Range Goals

Long range goals include a further streamlining of requirements in
keeping with objectives of liberal arts disciplines, thus allowing for
greater choice on the part of students. The following are goals for the
future:

1. Experiments with group dynamics and more formalized training of
student leaders.

2. Further encouragement of faculty projects in creative teaching.

3. Investigation of a meaningful system of awards for outstanding
instruction.

While realizing that no system is completely satisfactory, the College
plans to continue the campus-wide search for vital means of fulfilling the
objectives to which it has dedicated itself.
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Ities it gene and of Literature in particular. lime were:

. ccavinced of tuo things, in regard te its applfcability to the teaching of the Kumasi-

After some intensive study of the pragrmumed mat of teaching, the writer became

a)) that there are many areas, such as aesthetic response to a umek of art, that cannot,
and 3hould not be programmed; and lb) that some material which concerns simple
acquisition of facts for later recall, technical knowledge of the skills necessary
Iffl4r: SIP CVPninn f?I 11 parfe4P1,1etsv l4t^ary f-r- The =Ater also believe-a that a

IIialacepet and agilittedly amateur in preparation, its findings showed that students

Zat accordance with ehis belief, the exrriment reverted hero was undertaken. Smell

program prepared by the instructor for =8 is 8 particular ey
effective ono:

llabus is the most.

1

lelwang by the traditional method lecture and classroom practice) scored significantly

alea defined as "judge at" (r.e0 knoyledgeable use of facts acquired). Znotluir areas,
7,z:belga "recall" and "recognition" the results ihouad little difference in the achieve-

higher, as determined by the t test, than those also learned through the program in the

: Tient levels of the two groups..Such differences as existed favored the control group.

Ita-caperiment ti's conducted with Sophomore students at Marymount College of Virginia.
A31 participating students users members of a class in Poetry Appreciation conducted by
tte 'miter. All had been taught by her for a full senaster prior to the one in which
an experiment took place. MAI achievemeua levels of the two groups was comparablean
estivate based on their C amass, and their grades in Literature for the previous
semestar..An equal number of above-average, average, and below average 'students was in-
cluded in each group, totaling V5 students 20T each group.

Ali HIPMZIMIT /11 PiteCNIXIM TIM M= Mr P.1 11MM MMUS El POETRY

The program covered rhyths patterns in poratty uts prepared by the instructor. A
total of for lectura-aLW-praetice periods vas spent on the material covered, by the
comtrel group. 'De melibers of the asperimental group, completing the program at indi-
vidual' speeds varied from ma and a half to Ow his in time consumed.. .41Material used
was &signed to cover the elmaants of rhythm in spoken language; 1.e. syllable, stress,
different types and arrangements si natrical fat.

A pre-teat bad ittidicated that Mae prior knowledge of rhythm patterns existed in
any of the students. A postc,test uas ,iven Immediately on of the program
to each student in ne eupertaental group and at the end of the last lecture period to
the c.catrol group. The test as designed to:

1. elicit simple recall;

2. reccznitian of various rhythn patterns gram diagrams;

3. irking of rhythn patteras-in unclassified lines of poetry Qjudgement).

Date obtained rare analysed in the the areas, and for the different achievement
lome/s. The results indicated that in the area of recall there was no' significant
difference in the parlor:mance of the mow:cops. In the area of receguition, the
averega segment of the control group scored higher than the average segOent of the
eavarimental group. En the area of judgement, both the highar, and the middle levels
of the control group scared higher than those of the experimental group. Grand
total analysis shoved that rites students exposed to the experimental setting scored
silnSficantly lamer than those the control grosp.

narymunt College of VIrgtaBa FIrst Five Years - Appeadlx 1



Rhythm Pattorws Lu Poetry-pot

Analysis of the results seem give the traditional method of teaching, evem intechrlicol areas, an advantage, coutrary to the expectations of the tatter., It must beadmitted hmever, that in an experiment in uhich the programmer end the instructor arethe slim, and that oz .pzejadicel favor of tradition, the question may justifiablybe raised as to whether the doubts expressed at the beginning of this roma toy havesubconsciously inf2uenced preparation of the progrgra. In defense, it may be statedthat the program vas supervised and approved by an eztperienced programoork.

definitive conclusions ert ztterapted here, but on tentative collet:I:aim ca be,draun. Tte battle bets.. en the ter_cher and the program continues, but in one saallskirmish, the teacher tron.
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EXPUDIENT STAX-INDEPEZDET STUDY

For the past two years, the instructoe has used a program of semieindependeat study
n the field of nodeen poetry, as a seminar project. The objecttves uere:

1. to help the at :rent toed clevelopleg research teceniques dad study habits nieces-
eery for independent study on the upper division college level.

2, to rave the seuelan "stiedem" o ell pottry throurah inteesive study of one pee
and his works

3. to euceurege the student to use the fecilities of other area libraries, perticu-
tarty, the Library of Congress

4. to give them the opportunity to participate ttnewledgeably in the expeeience of
poetry of ell timts by a study in depth of tTle work of their cum tine.

itCCIDatS:

The students in each seminar were divided int* vamp of three. !tech group eelected a
Wee poet for study. Bibliographies utre prepared at the College library by the groups,
ad approved by the Instructor. Areas of research inciuded biegeephital and critical
ate, and analysis of important poems, by established critics, of the author under study.
1st hours of class time were released, during ellich the students vt*.ed in the college
Unary under the supervision of the instructor. Fork in other libraries, and writing
t the reports was done independent/ye One ,esqlber of each gcep prepartd the repeet on
e life of the poet; a second, on the critical °pint= about the peat; a thirdieen
eslysis of selected important poems by established critics, An additiem, each member
the group prepared priginal analyses of at leapt the pqems. One medmer of each

map prepared a condensed version of the separaee reports for oral presentation to
messiness. Each member discussed ens p of her ova selection. The eemittar as a
wele @valuated the presentations of each group, in a cc times volt lively. manner.

ISMSMATEOUS:

It was found that the at tents at first needed guidance in finding bibliographical
its in any but the accustomed places. But they gained facility with the aid of the
Imarians, and produced same very good ones. (Setae of these were used to build up the
brary offerings in modern poetry). The final repute showed, in many instances, a
eta degree of the"learning in depth" which had been hoped for. The Carey-over into
le general field of poetry was evidenced by the statement of some that they had learned
se to "get at" a poen. The students ceinmented favorably en the value° of the experience
ae instruCtee was particularly pleated with the excitement geueeeted In the seminar
=unions following the presentation of each report, and with the nosy of libraries
her than the College Librars; which the students used One or two of them discoverede Librcry of Congresa far the first ti, -ea worth-while fringe benefit. There seemed
sp. am oecreased ease in using the techniques of research LIP the project progreasad
d an increase in the maturity and sense of responsibility in doing sami-ludependent
rk, eitich the project was designed to foster.
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ourse rvaluation English 101

is Paul(tav

lass enrollment: 56 students

All for Jesus

(Composition

through Nary

Literature)

The following is a resume and initial evaluation of the first course in gngltsil,
ffered at Marys cant CoU®g of Virginia, September-november, 1966.

1. the reader is referred to the attached syllabus for aims and eneral glan of Os
course.

An innovation this year was the use of films as part of the coursev to stimulate
discussion (iaminar) and provide paneeptual materials as a sourcz for theme
writing.

The students were also required to attend thtee cultural events outside of class
(films, plays, concerts, etc.)

the course put hem accent on ceepositton as such. Headings (ext: The Modem,,
Agiox) were held at a minimum and, along with films and seminar discussions, were
geared to focusing upuu a given. 'motif' for each week, which culminated in a
written response.

To further aid this focus seminars were held in two-hour blocks weekly (with the
awatption wI one group which had a split session on Wednesday and Friday. In-class
writing and student evaluations of themes were encouraged. RC was felt that the
block scheduling helped the student concentrate better and be less conscious of
tine and more of task.

M4 examinations or quizzes ware scheduled during the seven week quarter, but weekly
themes and "spot quizzes" on the essays afforded a running check on student progress.

A file kept for each student provided another opportunity for noting the prtztess
of each student, and girls coming for entre help could refer to this file, in this
easy having a concrete example of their writing at hand. At the end of the quarter,
these themes wart re-evaluated in terms of the entire student grade of which they
counted about 15X) .

A final examination (two hours) tester' the essays, student "cultural exposure",
the concepts of communication end form and content in literature, research pro-
cedures and the use of the library. The exam al se, provided opportunity or a
final, brief student theme.

%he final two weeks of the quarter were devoted to an Endependet but scalded)
Research Project. Curing the fourth week of the quarter, the stadents selected a
topic within the area of the humanities, presenting it with au cmtline and tentative
bibliography for instructor's approval,. ContwaraTt lectures that same 'mak offered
insights into research procedures, and a lecture and slides provided by the
librarian to illustrate efficient library uie. 'Me students were then freed from
class and seminar meetings (stIcept for four lechlres) for a two-week period, in
which they would devote rou ghly 36 hours to researching their chosen topic, write
a 10-12 page paper, following the alistltesearchLam fttmat and setult thts
en the last day of the quarter. the students had the obligation to meet the in-
structor at a specified time for private interviim, to cheek ptogress and ask any
questions about the topic under study: The instructor also provided "open hours"
whereby ootra::::71ts might cease without an appall:lament to ask questions, etc.

Marymount College ie carginta - First Five Years - Appendix 3



Conroe evaluation p92

Aitheugh it is tec early to evaluate the outcome of this research eppeoach in termsof the fina/ paper, it is safe to say that the majority of students reepond( d
favatably to the responsibility impos4C upon them. any remarked upon the greatdeal of met they gets: able eo accomplish, but also how difficult Out challenging)it was to diseiplint themselves into means according to a self-:made echedule.

The fivat grade fee the course as competed frtem the folk' leg percentages:

Final exam 50%
Research project 2n
Saes:if-Tat erne alass

participation
and themes 25%

A student opt.= ieeneirie Oyraeuse Oniv. form) was elicited from the class in ehefina lectuve hour. The res3Its of this apinionnaire have not barn tallied to datebut eill be forwarded at the earliest opportunity.

At this point, the instructoes feelings about the course include these cbservations:

a) the composition. C(1,11:Sit was a mare vital enporleace this year than previously

b) the class enrollment is still to large to afforet meaningful participation inlecture tehicht in this particular course, is essential)

c) the split-semester system provides a geed opportunity for the concentration oneriting which students sorely need, but tint "humenitles black" 1$, it is felt,too rigid. The instructor could not schedule, for =ample, a tue-hour lecture,
or change seminar meetings for a given occasion.

Since the students are taping fever courses and, ostensibly, have a freer schedule,
it might be a goad daing if the instructor could utilize this freedom too, in termsof a more flenible "block"e

d) a course in -z Sting is difficult to teach, and student needs vary greatly.
Students too, seen to be growl eg more and mare sophisticated with regard to
their peletudal reading eed the films, etc., to which they are exposed. Theyhave a great hunger tv ascuss, to share ideas, they dislike writisg for theaost part but will do it - and 44; it with acme degree .of accuracy if success-fully motivated. They eve have a need to match their newly Bind sophisticationwith genuine inteItectue, understanding and appreciation of various literary
and at media in this highly technological arA 'media -iced' age.

rymouret College of Wrgtnts FIrst frJea Years w Append;x 3 cc inked



SUPPLEMENTARY ENGLISH REPORT February 1966 - May 196611M May **M.

BE: Innovations in. Teaching

The second sealester work in the romedial English section has engendered
a student response which is, I think, worth noting,.

We up the 9"'"I*11-11y R:011 avmu cI,,so in a seminar room, conducting the
meting in a workshop style. The initial response (barring 8 o'clock sleepiness)
ues not a very energetic one, but a few weeks later, after discussing the matter
of communication in writing being a genuine personal expression of the author to
his eeader(s), tLe interest and enthusiasm picked up radically and the morning
sessions have since been a sharing of ideas, mutually praised and/or criticised
by the students es much as by the instructor° The girls themselves have remarked
cn how such better they feel about writing and when asked (by me) why they thought
their writing had improved in this class while they felt little change in the
xeeular English class, they answered unanimously

that the smaller discussion groups and the corrections done
right in class are a great help, and make them sense their *
weakneoles and strong points in a way that a comment and grade
on a theme handed Lick in class cannot do.

I think this small sampling indicates a consideration about composition
teaching which might be considered on a lsrger scale. At any rate, the technique
has been surprisingly successful and has motivated the students toward a creative
expression in their writing which I have not experienced previously.

Marymouni: College of Virginia - First Five Years - Appendix 4



SENMR PROJECT: The Reading Aloud of Poetry to Music (Mrs. Evelyn Ludlow,
Chairman, English Dept.)

The reading aloud of poetry to music was part of a seven-hour
seminar project ie n.al interpretation. Its purpose was to determine whether
or riot the reinforceolene of sTee mood and rhythm of a poem by similar moodand rhy'An in a mueical composieion __inprove the student's ability tointer; -et orally.

The peoeedure was as follows:

1. Eech student selected a wed-Lem-length poem for, study throughoutthe unit, subject to approval by the instructor. Initial reading by eachstudene was evaluated in terms of proper pronunciation of words; properobservetion of punctuation; and attention to literal meaning. Group dis-clascion was held on all of these points. A second reading was recorded, andevaluated by the student herself. It was filed for comparison with a finalrezording.

2. The student was asked to find e piece of music (a record,
asually, though one student accompanied herself on a harp, and another ona gaiter) that scented to "fit" the poem As an example, on one occasion
ties instructor read Arnold's "Dover. Beach" to the first movement of the
"2ff.conlight Sonata") Another happy combination was Milne's "The King's Break-fast" with Beethoven's "Country Dance".

3. Each student then read and recorded her poem with the musicalbackground. Seminar discussions revolved around the reasons for her choiceof Music, and the validity of that choice.

4, The second, and dee final records (reccrdings) were then con-trasted, and the two experiences evaluated. Without exception, the student's
interpretation against the musical background was better; in some cases,dramatically so.

The instructor was particularly pleased with the interest of thestudento in the project. Two problems in oral readeng seemed to be helped:

1. The tendency of the student to read too rapidly was overcomeby the rhythm of the music.

2. The mood of the music added color to the voice and reduced thetandency to intone the lines and drop the voice at the end of each line,

The success of this attempt to add a dimension to Oral Interpretationhas led the instructor to work out a plan for poetry reading with dance withthe instructor of modern dance, This has been done professionally and studentshave expressed an interest in such an experiment. This; however, will not beheld until the spring semester of 1967.

liarvticua. College of Virgnia - First Five Years - Appendix 5



couRs-n f.Tveii7A,TTON w Erofessor - M. Francis de Sales, R.S.H.M,"..ire An. - ,u

I hare been Leeching the Freshman basic history course for the past
three years at Msrymount College of Virginia.

Three years ago, one of the first experimental innovations which I
made (for my divioion of this course only, however) was to change both the title
eed the content 012 the course fres! Hist2p7 of Eurooe to The Course of Civilization,
so that the students could be introduced to some understanding of the cultures
and history of peoples other than the European, important as Europe and Europeans
are for any Western contemporary.

This decisioe raised the expected problem of breadth v, depth: And
certainly the course was aircady heavy enough in comprehensivity of scope. But
itIoas a decision which 1 felt simply had to be made, in justice to the students,
first of all. Born into the e:cciting and swiftly changing twentieth century,
uolieh has made such technic advances even in their own young lifetimes that no
longer is any of the earth distant from another, these students need to know
at least a few of the 'oezien about the peoples of the earth other than Europeans.
If peace and harmony arc to be tnele future, if understanding, sympathy, empathy,
inter-personal relationship of any worth are *se inform their lives, I felt that
this basic college course should in justice introduce az= to other peoples and
other claltures, From the first, felt that the significant difficulty of breadth
v, depth need_not_be insurmountable; for, after all even very specialized history
courses may well, and frequent4 do, have to `ac that problem! Depth, compre-
hension need non be sacrificed to an increased content matter: A good text and
a. .judicious synehesis of matter, together with any and every experimental teaching
gambit could nhink up, would go far to melt the problem away: Certainly, I did
not at all desire to see the course watered down to some meaningless World Histori-
cal Backgrounds, which was neither historic fish nor flesh. But did desire that
my students, in a proper time scale and with a proper time-sense, would get to
know something of the great ideas, great strengths, great achievements, and great
mistakes, of the world's great peoples

After three years of practical experience, I can say that neither the
students nor myself regret what has been done. The following made success
possible, 1 belie-'e.

lo To begin with a good text, The Course of Civilization by Strayer,
Gate and Harbison*, eithout sacrificing depth of comprehension, provides
excellent synthesie, and while introducing the student to the history and
cultures of peoples other than the European, at the same time provides him with
a basic knowledge of outstandityz primary sources (through excerpts) and leading
secondaries,. The teacher, howe/er, must supplement even the synthesis of the
text

2. A &armed program of outside (library) correlated readings in
primaries and secondaries, together with the traditional experiences in research
and in writing must be maintained, I believe, at any cost, if depth of comprehension
is to be safecuar6ed,

.( .14.0.1/n4.4pne
1111,71116

Joseph R, Strayer, Hans W. Catzke and E. Harris Harbison, The Course of Civiliza-
tion. Two volumes, Burlingame, New York and Harcourt, Brace and viorld, Inc. 1961.
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The Course of Civilization, continued

3. Above all, the fact that each student in the class was able to
have one of her 3 hours per week in a seminar experience made this course vitaland intellectually rewarding to the students. The SMINAR SYSTEM, witch igarymouttCollege of Virginia sponsors and employs throughout the entire Liberal Arts
curriculum, makes it possible for each three-hour course studen to take one of
these hours as a Seminar. This is done by breaking the lecture class down ino
smaller ,ty:oups of about twelve per seminar It wes in the Seminar sessions, afterthe first painful shyness and sense of deficiency was overcome, that the studentsbegan to grapple with the de facto process of learning, that they became
existentially involved, each on her own and to her own potential and that they
learned to delight in their work.

Perhaps the most potent tool of all in generating student self- involvement:and interest was what they and I have come to call 'the Cambridge-Oxford Sule ofDiscussion'. All this means is a no-judge debate! Ordinarily, on the pro:jeetionof work ahead, I framed a very beoad theses, naming two or three students couphold it and three or four to attack It infrequenely all twelve were involvedin actual speech-making; but, that leaves little time for rebuetal. There isgreat room for experimentation in the use of this method, The students love it!

Invariably, after the first encounter in each semiear, I was most
amilsed, and rewarded, to hear remarks such as: 'that was the nose interesting
class', sissply because they themselves conducted it entire/y. I say I was amused
because frequently I .team myself cringing inwardly at the historical heresiesor the non sequiturs I was hoping eTould have tiny to get my teeth into, and
yet to the students their own existential luecleremsnt meant much more than my
lecture wordseof-wisdom!

Such individualized total self-involvement in the process and art oc.
learning cannot, I believe, be outclassed. It debars all rote leerning. It
extracts the pith of the thing at hand to be learned, and it enables he student
to bring to the learning her own unique personalised style of comprehension and
expression of that learning. It is, in fact, so worthwhile that I am coavincedthat the teacher must be ready and willing to contemplate ancr to permit' , if
necessary, student blunders, pitfalls, and herasic8 of whatever ilk in the proceee,After all, true learning must be a free commitment. and freedom, if it means any-thing, must mean that I an free to make a mistake, to err, to get the thingwrong! This: so long as the teachee fulfills his responsibflity on the other
side of the thesis

Mary mount Co)Iege of Virginia - First Five Years -- %ppendie 6 continued
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ILLELL tp.uut.
January 31, 1967

To: Sister K. tarp, R.S.11.411.
Itansis T. Casey

Subject: Topics of papers for 196445 Ieterdisciplinary Research Project

were are sem typical topics for the Freshman Research Project in 1964-1965.
Perhaps you will vest to use only a few of them for your report. In some of them
the theological contest was hotter than the writing style, while in others the
'opposite. v ;nsi Regardless of the grades received on the papers, I have chosen
tisese to show thi est* of subject area as ad.

1. Judaism: the Stu* of the Sabbath sad the Festivals.
2. Nenetheian is ;intim: and Beim iteligigina.
3. Dead Sea Scrolls: the Light They She'd on Primitive Christianity.
4. Daily Life in the biblical Lead of Israel.
3. A CeiNparieen of that gook of Job and the Play "J.II."
6. The Lwe and Slimly in 'Meet.
7. The Ceocept of the *Rim to the Old Testament.
8. The Relision of the liabylenians and Assyria:xi.
9. livelutioa card the Biblical_ Creation Account.

10. Origin s: A Study of Ancient-Semitic Civilisations.
11. Jewish lain sod Court Procedures in-ztke 'Old Testament.
12. Scriptiere aid Tradition .in the Jewish 'Colsuaity.
13. The Jewish people awl Their Contributieeilla,
14. A Ceeparison. if Sahyleitian, Assyriai and tiebres Religious Deliefo.
15. Creations The 'Views of Science, ittbology and Theology.
16. Israel's itirolutlim free Tribe to Social Class.
17. The Life et liabylemismi mew Sabi.
18. The Beet of Job awl the Problem of giffering.
19. ihsvidt The Bait Same Character of the Old Testament.
20. The itelle of Beim IA the Bible (Delgordis and Delilah).
21. Crises am! Possiihnent in the Law of the Old Testament.

TuarJewisis Festivals: Passover and lianukkah.
23. Jericho ad Artheelegleal Reploratioa;
24. A Critical, study el the Life of Did.
25. Judaism fad Islam. A Comparieeb.

2. ilography amit'Tepography of the iloly Lind During the Time of Christ.
. Derelopmeat of liessiamies.

28. Ceasideratiens of Nei" Dick" as a Religious Allegory.
29. Soso Sigeificest Swots in the Life of Noses.
38. Love in the Old Tositamsat.
3i t. The Itypertasee of Cyrus, Zing of Persians and Liberator of the Iaraelites.
31.. The Concepts of Jewish Law in the Torah.
33. A Study of wad direek Justice.
34. Ilisterical Rose of the Jovitth Prophets in Preparation for Christianity.
35. Creation and Tsilhard de Chardin.
34. The Notion of 'Aftir-Life in Igyptian and *brew. Thought.
37. The liatorical Diftlecasat of the Idea of Sacrifice.
38. Rath, the Faithful DaughtersinLau.
39, An llistericel itelatioaletween the Vestments of the Aaronic Priesthood ftwi

Those of the Christie:: Church.
40. The Commit of the Premised Land.
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41. The Temple and Synagogue: Structure, Art, and Services.
42. Why the Mita:rims Do Not Believe in the Trinity.
43. The lelatimehip of God and Man: An Analysis of the Bible Story of Gideon and

Chaysfaky's Play.
44. Comparison of the Exodus in the Bible with "Exodus" by Leon Deis.
43. The Divine Calling of Abraham and Its Effects 4t4' History.
46. The Similarities Between the BeS0110 and the 'Early Christians,.
47. Marriage and Vanity Life in the Old' Testament.
48. The Jevish Mown end Rows Life.
49. The Modern Exodus: History Remade.
50. The Influence of .the Book of Job on Dostoyevskes "The Brothers, teremosov".
51. The Evolution of Drama from the Church as Exemplified in the Middle Ages.
52. The Roman Occupation of Palestine.

The Lives of Eutls.and Esther in the Old Testament and Their Significance.
54. The Idea of Justice in the Book of Job.
55. The Israelites' BOndate and Liberation from Egypt: its Influsnue oa

SubseqUent Hebrew Literature.
56. The Divine Message of Salvation Rejected,
57. Jewish and Pagan Attitudes To Christ.
58. The.11istorical and Literary Backgrounds of the ?sables
59. Genesis as a Myth.
60. The Significance of Family. Life in the Old Testemeeta
61. The lotion of the Promiled Land: the Chosen People?
62. Judaism: Basic Practices of the Orthodox Jew.'
63. Passovers The Tramition. from Old to New.
64. Behavoriel Patterns of the Israelites.
63. ?verbatim: A Study of Jeremiah.
66. Mulleins in the Old Testament end Ancient Times.
67. tartly 'Life in Egypt: Marriages Wives end Children.
68. 'The Friendship of David and Jona;han.
69. Egyptian Polytheism and. Rehm lionotheism.
70. An. Analysis Of the Book of Jonah.
71. The Rise of Ileilision in the Ancient Bear Seats The Gods and Goddesses of

Babylonia and Assyria.
72. Haumurabi's Effect on Ancient Babylonia and the Wails Les.
73. The Importance of Palestine from a Historical .end' Geographical Vier in the

Time of the Hinge.
74. Religion in the Creak World Between 450 B.C. and 130.8.C.
73. Isaiah: Prophet of the Holiness of God.
76. Charles, Darwin s "Origin of the Species" vs. "Genesis".
77, Ancient Phoenicia and Modern Lebanon: A Comparison.
78. The Effect of Social Darwinism upoti the Thinking of Americo: Catholic:.
79. Priesthood 'of the Old Testament and Priesthood of the 1w, Testament.
80. The Passover: A foreshadowing of the Holy Eucharist?
81. The Rook of Job and Greek Tragedy: A Cosparlson.
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TOPICS FOR FRESHMEN INTER-DISCIPLINKRY RESEARCH PROJECT

The following broad goneal topic areas, along with some specific topics,
are merely suggestions for possible research papers in the "Freshman Inter*
Disciplinary Research for January, 1965. Further aid and information in
selecting your specific topic will be available from your instructors in
English and Theology. The list given here is by no means exhaustive of the
possibilities. Final choice of your topic,MUST have the approval of your
Theology and English instructors.

WARNING: Do not choose a topic just. because it see easy. The apparently
Illy. topic may, in the final analysis, be the most difficult to shape into
an acceptable paper.

Further instruction on the form and writingot the paper will be given in
your English course.

List #1

1. The Development of the Idea of the People of God ** the Covenant,
Old and Nev.

2. The Development of the Idea of the Messiah (in this case, you might
trace the presence or absence .., of messianic reference in the Aeneid,
an excerpt of which is in the English text.)

3. Implications of the Book of Job
(this topic would permit comparison with a contemporary treatment
of the theme, viz., the play ZIL)

4. The presence of violence in the Old Testament.
5. The Idea of the Direct Relationship between Man and God

(This could be expatiated by consideration of the play Gideon;
by reference to the Christian refinement of the idea, as
presented in A Man ,For '.1 by referenr to several novels,
such as maus.A in the more classic vein and Mika Waltari's Imam
in the more popular vein.)

6. The Old Testament presentation of the Role of Woman.
7. Behavioral Contrasts between the Jewish People and Their

Neighbors the Sumerians, the Babylonians, the Moabite*, the
Egyptians, etc.

8. Genesis: Creation, Myth, Evolution, and related problems.
9. The Anawim: Poverty. Relate to Abundance for What?

10. Marriage Symbols in the Old Testament.
11. Poetry in the Old Testament, Style of Hebraic poetry.

Analysis of a Psalm,
12. Hebraic Justice versus Greek Decay. Relate Old Testament example

to Antietam and Oedatasaltx.
13. Genesis and C. S. Lewis
14. Exodus Theme: relate to plied, 941221.12, Old Man and he Sell

Leon Uris' Exodus, etc.
15. Creation and de Chardin's writings.
16. The Old Testament and Love.

iiaryaount College of Virginia - First Five Years Appendix 8 continued



Behavioral Contrasts betwfs,In ;she Jewish Veople and
Their Neighbors - the Sumevians, the Babylonians,

Moabites etc.

The above list is by no means exhaustive of the possibilities.
The topics could also be re-worked in specific needs of the English Departmentt,

Marymount College of Virginia - First Five Years Appendix 8 continued



October 6, 1964

Meinorandum'

To: Mother Maje lla, Sister Pei:line, Mrs. McKinley

From: Frank Casey

Further consideration of the proposed interodisciplinary
project for January, affecting the theology, English and speech deft
parr...meats, leads me to the following thoughts.

1. "rout the etandpoint of maximum study topics, it would
seem desirable to formulate the basic study topics from the theology
syllabus, .since the research paper is. tilready a part of the English
syllabus.

2. Such topics could be framed to allow students' reference
to works of literature or literary trends,. by way of expansion or illumi"
nation of the topics.

3. All verbal contacts between students, working in teams,
would be Subject to the scrutiny and evaluation of the speech department
representative.

4. Since the theology syllabub for the first semester
relates to the Old testament, and .since the course concerns itself with
thematic material --- i.e., Old Testament concepts °11". the following topics
suggest themselves 'for the project:

a. The Development of the idea of the People
of God The Covenant ,Old and New

b. The Development of the.Idea of the Mesiah
On this case, students might trace the presence
.' or absence"'" of messianic references in theaid, an excerpt of which is in the English
text)

a. ImplicatiOns of the look of 'Job
(this topic would permit the comparison with a con"
temporary treatment of the tneme, vise, the ,play
14,11)
The Presence of Violence in the Old Testament
The Idea of the Direct Relationship between. Min
and God
(This could be expatiated by consideration of the

, play lidson; by reference to the Christian refine"
meat of the idea, as presented in 4 Ma ftpr Allgwasi; by reference to several novels, such as
(o)y DI* in the more classic vein and Mika Waltari's
Rent**, in the more popular vein.)

f; PrAts

(this topic could be directed to stories such as these
of Ruth, Judith,' even Jesebel; it could be compared
to modern literary depictions of woven.)

Marymount College of Virginia ft First Five Years Appendix 8



List #2: Broad Areas and Categories. ( Many topics in each item.)

1,, Creation and Evolution: Origin of Men according to Science.
Creation in the Bible. Literary Characteristics in Genesis,
History and Myth in Genesis. The Age of Man and Biblical Geneoiogies.
Creation as the CosmIslistsa of Yahweh. New Views on the

T Theology and Theory of Evolution,

2. Theology and Scripture;

(a) Tradition: The Catholic Concept of Tradition. Scripture
and Tradition in the Hebrew Community. Scripture and
Tradition in Catholic Theology.

(b) Biblical Study: Inspiration of Scripture. Different
Senses of Scripture. Inspiration and Fuller Sense ( Senses
Plantar) of Scripture (i.e., The "Fuller Meaning" of
Scripture). Literary Genres in the Bible. The Bible
and Archaeology. Biblical Inspiration: What It Means
to a Christian. The Word of Biblical Theology. The
Inspired-Writer as "God's Instrument." Recent
Contributions to the Concept of Biblical Inspiration.

(c) Old Testament Exegesis: Approaches to Old Testament
Study. God and Nature in the Old Testament.. Covenant
in the Old Testament. "I am Who am." The meaning of
Job (see *1st #1). The Book of Daniel. Meaning of the
Canticle of Canticles. "Yahweh".-ethe Divine Name.
Modern Israelab*Fulfillment of God's Promise?

List #3: Specific Areas and Categories.

1. Ancient Semitic Civilisations: The CanaanitesPredecessors
of the Hebrews in Palestine. The Babylonians.. The AramaeansThe Arabs. The Egyptians; (The Ethiopians).

2. (a) The Rise of Civilisation in the Ancient Near East.
(b) The..-Rise of Religion in the Ancient Near East: The Gods;

Good and Evil; Conscience; Moral Responsibility; Personal
Piety; Sin; Magic; etc, Plato's Nations of God; the Good; etc.
Homeric and Hesiodic Ethical Traditions (The /lied; the
Min; Megafiab

3. Understanding Genenis: (a) The Meaning of History..."Pre*Mistory"...
in Genesis.

(b) God, Man, and Creation: The Biblical Explanation of the
Universe (its dates, structure and general characteristics).
The Universe According to Modern Science. TheAge of the
World. The Myth of the "Six Days," The Bible and Biology:
Evolution,

(c) The Notion of the "People of God" and the Kingdom of Isreal:
Hebrew Beginnings: Abraham: his background, family and
"Divine Calling".
The Patriarchs,. Life and System: The Patriarchs: Abraham's
Descendants-wIsaac, Jacob, and Joseph* -and their Message.
Moses: his life and development; his emergence as a leader of
the Israelites.
The Israelite Captivity and Bondage in Egypt under the Pharaohs.
The Israelites: "A People of Destiny": The Ancient Jewish
Rite of the Passover siw Commemorated by the modern-day Seder.
The Tables of the Law: God's Cpvenant with Israel; The Names
of God used in the Old Testament; The "Promised Land"; The



Conquest of Palestine; Israel as a Notion; the Mosaic Law.
Israel's Prophets: Early and Late.

Literary Forms: Symbolism, Myth, etc., in the Biblical
Account of the Origin of Man; of Women; of the Conflict Between
Good and Evil.

4. The Later History of Israel...up to the Exile:
The Kingdom under Saul; Under David; Under Solomon.
The Division of the Kingdom into two parts.
Various Invasions, conflicts and wars with hostile
neighbors,'

Later Kings of Israel.

The Exile: The Babylonian Captivity:
Circumstances surrounding the Exile.
The Splendor of Babylonian Civilization.
Ezekiel; Judith; Tobias; Job; Daniel.
Cyrus, King of the Persians and Liberator of the
Israelites,

6. Israel's Relations with the Great Empires of Antiquity:
The Egyptians. The Babylonians, The Persians.
The Hellenistic Civilization: (The Greeks)
The Rosul.ns: Israel's Conquest by Pomperw63 B.C.

Roman occupation of Palestine through
the time of Christ.
The Destruction of Jerusalem under Titus...,

70 A.D.

7. The Role of Women in the Old Testament:
Sarah; Deborah. Judith Jezebel. Hagar.
Esther* Ruth. etc

8. Marriage and Family Life in the Old Testament.

9, The Religious (and "Liturgical") Life of Ancient Israel:
Prayers of daily consecration, The Sabbath. The Feasts of
the Year; The Temple: Its Services and Symbolism. The
Synagogue: its Services. The Priests and Levites in the
Service of the Temple. The "Doctors" in the Service of the
Law. The Pharisees and Seducees. The Bosoms. The notion
of Priesthood in the Old Testament.

10, Old Testament Messianism:
(a) Its development in history: Promise, Covenant, Kingdom,

Fulfillment.
(b) Changes in the Concept of the Messiah. The expectation

of the Messiah-King. The Announcement of the Heavenly..
Messiah. The Announcement of the Prophet..Massiah. The
Messianic= of Christ.

11. The Notion of Personal Salvation in the Old Testament:
The Rise of the "Person".
The Problem of Retribution: Collective and Temporal
Retribution. Individual and Temporal Retribution.
Individual amd "otherwworldly" Retribution.
The lizat.s. tradition.

12. The Notion of Suffering in the Old Teetment: The Book of



Job and the Play, "J,,B."

13, Literary for in the Old Testanent: Symbol, Myth, Allegory, etc.
The Gardell.ofAen. Noah and the: Ark, Tte Story of
the "Big Fish" b Jonah and the Whale (sic)

14. The Political Setting of the Old 1%-stament:
The Notion of "Theocracy"
Palestine Under Roman dominaticn and occqation:
Allegiance to God and to "Caeaar".
The Great 'Kings of Ancient Israel .n contrast to the
Herods.

The Roman Procurators (v.g., rilate.)

15. The Physical (Goegraphical) Setting of the Old Testament:
Location, Climate, Vegetation of Palestine. The
Homeland of Abrahau--Ur of the Chaldees. Egyptethe
Delta of the Nile. Samaria. Bethlehem; Jerusalem;
Nazareth. Suez: The "Wilderness of Sinai". Ancient
Phoenicia and Modern Lebanon.

16 The Social Structure of Israel: Israel's Evolution from
Tribe to Social Class. Slavery in Israel. Relations
between the classes. Taxation. Civil Law: Judges
and Courts; Crimes and Misdeameanors; Punishment
and Penalty.

17. Occupations, Trades, and Livelihood in Ancient Israel:
Money, banking, and Business. The notion of Work:
The "Divine Institution" of Leber. Workers in the
fields. Shepherds; Fishermen; Craftsmen; Merchants.

18. Behavioral. Patterns; Habits and CU3tOMS of the Israelites;
Pascual cleanliness, hygieae, health. Diseases,
medicine, medical men. Social Relationships. Leisure
and Amusements. Vices.

19. Archaeology and tiap Old Testement: Archaeological discoveries
in Palestine from pre4historic times to the New Testament.

20. Language, Letters,Litersture, and the Arts in Ancient Israel:
Various languages spoken and their development.
Writing materials.
How the news was spread.
The "Art of the Spoken Word",
A "Nation, Without 'Mere Letters".
Knowledge: a "Divine Secret".



October 8,, 1964

zmouleaRum

Teachers of Freshman English, Theology and Speech

SUBJECT Proposed tmterAisciplinary research project for January, VMS.

During the last two welts a discussiminas been carried on by at:tell:mit:ter:4
mad* up of the following memberst Mother Helena, Mother Pauline, tirs, acl inley
end Mr, Casey, for further consideration of the proposed inter-disciplitaxy prcjeat
for January, affecting the Theology, English and Speech Departmeats. These
preliminary discussions have produced the followtag thoughts which are preseared
for your consideratier and eamment:

(1) This "lame-duk" period chich occurs i January after ebo students have
returned foss their Christmas holidays aculd bust be used t.o give the students an
experience in depth based cu coriczntratien on One topic uhich could tavolve analyt.
teal, critical and creative thous ht. The use of this one-subject feature is based
on the conviction that an educational experience such as this, chick involves a
total concentration of the student's energies in a single enterpvise over a specified
period of time, is an extremely valuable and perhaps indispensable aspect of
intellectual growth. Very rarely have colleges either permitted or demaaded that
a student bring to bear upon one subject all the ini,elle4ttual fordo of which he
is capable.

Although Marymount will not be a pioneer ha the field of fatterdiseipliusry

work, ue are certainly cue of the first to test this type of worit
*AO students other than in honors courses, Much will depend on proper planting
and supervision of the students to see that the lass industrious do riot waste
this opportunity for deepening their edueationsil experience and their understand-
ing of the inter-relatianthifs Of the various courses in which Oley are involved,

(2) From the standpoint of maxim= practicality, it would seen desirable
to formulate the basic, study topics from the theology syllabus, since the resserh
paper is already a part of the English syllabus and the eammuneations (Arts ate
easily adaptable to many types of expression,:

(3) Such topics could be framed to album studenta' Tefeenoe to mrke of
literature or literary trends, by way of expansion of illumination of the topics

(4) All verbal contacts between students, wotAing ta,Ilecms, would be
subject to the acrutioy and evaluation of the speech department,

(5) As soon 03 possible the Freshman class (possibly in an assembly)
should be alerted to the planned schedule of this vkoject and made to feel that
it is something "special" and a privilege for them to. particip,sta, The date for
suUmitttog proposed topics, bibliographies, and other related data, would be under
the supervision of the English Department. The Theelogy Department would, of
source, be responsible for seetiug that the bopilcs selected are within the scope
of the material related to the Toole gy course.
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(6) The library staff, too, will be involved in the securing of the
necessary reference works and must be alerted in sufficient time to arrange
for either purchase of additional books or for arranging inter-library loans.

(7) The method of grading ULU be left to the discretion of the various.
departments involved. In general, it aeon; that tht works should constitute
at least one-fourth of the semester grade. Semester examinations will be
given these students before they depart for Christmas holidays. The results
of these semester examinations should not be disclosed to the students, lest
they use a high mark for an excuse to do less work.on the project.

(8) Since the theology syllabus for the first semester relates to the
Old Testament, and since the course concerns itself with thematic material e
lse., Old Testament concepts co the following .topics suggest themselves for the
projects

(a) The Developisent of the Idea of the People of Cod -
the Covenant, Old and New.

(b) The Development of the Idea. of the Hanish (in this case,
students night 'trace the presence , or absence 4. of messianic
references in the eLaid, an racirpt ofx gihich is in the
English text.)

(e) Implications of the Book of Job
(this topic woad permit comparison with a contemporary
treatment of the theme, viz., the play LAO

(4) 211. Presence of Violence in the Old Testament
(e) The Idea of the Direct Relationship between Nan and God

(This could be expatiated by consideration of the play
iil m; by reference to the Christian refinement of the
des, as presented in A r AU Seasons; by reference to

several novels, such as Me kck in the more classic vein
and Mika Valtari's Santis in tie snore popular vein«)

(2) The Old Testament presentation of the Role of Woman.
(This topic could be directed to stories sues as those of
Ruth, Judith, even Jezebel; it could be compared to modern
literary depictions of women.)

(g) Behavioral Contrasts between the Jewish People and Their
Neighbors the Sumerians, The Babylonians, the Maabites, etc.

(9) The Above list is by no means exhaustive of the possibilities. The
topics could also be reworked in specific needs of the English Department.
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i geji21.isuntssilimez by Crewe and Sullivan contains all the lawformation to write a technically correct paper, and its forest is tobe followed in this project.

2. The length of the raper is to be between eight and twelve typewritten
pages. Especially note the margin format that is discussed on pages74 and 77 of thiSdifie ...rchPa Lr.

3. The paper is to be judged by the Theology and English departments.

English Dept. 4 to concentrate on a technical evaluation of the paper.Theology Dept« -4. to concentrate on a court evaluation of the paper.

However, even though a ram* will be givenby each department so thatthe individual student may be aware of the strengths and weaknesses inhis paper, the overall grade (arrived at by averaging the two individual
grades) is the important one, for it indicates. the value judgement ofthe entire piece of work. Therefore, the composition evaluation of thepaper will be the grade recored in each class.

4« The paper itself will count no more than 25% toward the final grade
in the Englich or Theology course.

5. During the time that the student is released from class work to work onthis project, her particular instructors in the involved courses willbe on campus and available for guidance and assistance. lack studentwill.have at least one conference with each instructor.

6. The research paper is due Tuesday, January 19. It is to be turned in
before 4:00 p.m. to the instructor who will be collecting them in Room10, across from the Registrar's Office.

7. The final exams in each course will take place during the last week ofclasses before Christace vacation.

Tneology examination Tuesday, December 15, 7.9 o'clock.

'English examination . Wednesday, December 16, 74 o'clock«



ANIERD7SCAPI4NAW VROJECT

LiNsTucloes MY RI ACCUMPAN1 MLUA11011 SHEEI: :AltLY.IRAn1)

"RAM *UPI F011eiglat,..,,,"

2.

3.

5.

7.

IAN. 1965

Saficient materials at hand $o

Co oral ability o« parr of studeat deal with resea.).:Gh aitnevikas.

Geneva stadent respornce t. G rytoject.

Student: meets pvcrw.,sed.
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Final recammendatiors of ehe Committae an ehe Pres:mat interdisciplinary
Research Project for 1964-65.

1. The ten best reports are to be reproduced in some form and filed as
a perinerent source of reference in Merymount Library, The other reports are to
be returned to the students).

2. The Committee recommends that the project of interdisciplinary.research
be made a part of the program for the 1965-66 academic year, unless the revamping
of the semester system makes it impossible to work it into the scheacle.

3 It is suggested that the cooperation of the entire faculty is eeteeze-zy
to make the project work smoothly. This is especially true of quizzes scheduled
is the meek before Christman %Alen the semester eeeminatien is given in the subjects
involved in the project.

4. The Committee would like suggestions from other nembers of the feaelty
as to (a) whether the project should be attempted in both Preshman zed eophaeore
years and (b) whether cr not more subjects could be involved in the project.

5. The opinion of the Committee is thaw (a) 20 to 30 per aent of the
student body received extra benefit from the research project; (b) the benefit van
greater is Theology end Oral Commenioatioa ehan in Eeglish; however, there was
no loss in the Reglish Department because the students learned the rechniques of
the term paper at least as well as by the previous class uethod; (c) those studcata
who received little or no extra benefit by this type of program were the same who
do average or below average work to regular class ueek.

6. The Committee also thinks that better plaening, based on this year
experimental project, will wake the project more effective in the future. An
earlier start in announcing and directing the project, a better system of inter.,
views to see that all the students are doing proper voek, a better oetectien of
topics which would demand more striatad work -- ell these are suggeetions which
would make such a project more workable and of more beeefit to the students.

7. A11 the Committee agree that one of the gteat benefits was a deeper
understanding of the individual students. All agree, also, that this type of
project demands more time than that demanded by regular class and seminar. work.



Preliminary Report
on

1964-65 FRESHMAN INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH PROJECT

. On October 8, 1964, a memorandum addressed to the instructors of FreshmanEnglish, Theology, and Speech opened with the following paragraphs;

"The 'lame-duck' period which occurs in January after the studentshave returned from Lheir Christmas holidays could best be used to givethem an experience in depth based on concentration on one topic whichwould involve analytical, critical and creative thought. The use ofthis one-subject feature is based on the conviction that an educationalexperience such as this, which involves a total concentration of thestudents' engergins in a single enterprise over a specified period oftime, is an extremely valuable and perhaps indispensable aspect of theirintellectual growth. Very rarely have colleges either permitted ordemanded that a student bring to bear upon one subject all the intellectual force of which he is capable.

"Although Marymount will not be a pioneer in the field of inters.disciplinary work, we are certainly one of the first to test this typeof work with students other than in honors courses. Much will dependon proper planning and supervision of the students to see that the lessindustrious do not waste this opportunity for deepening their educationalexperience and their understanding of the inter - relationships of thevarious courses in which they are involved.

"From the standpoint of maximum practicality, it would seem desirableto formulate the basic study topics from the theology syllabus, since theresearch paper is already a part of the English syllabus and the communi-cation arts are easily adaptable to many types of expression. Suchtopics could be framed to allow the student's reference to works ofliterature or literary trends, byway of expansion or illumination ofthe topics."

The project was announced to the Freshmen during the first week of November.In the middle of MOveeber the English Department began its section of the syllabusdealing with the Term Paper. At this time the students were given a list ofsuggested topic areas and asked to choose tentatively a subject for their Januarypaper. During the week before Christmas holidays began the Freshmen were giventheir semester examinations in English, Theology, and Speech (only the sectionsof Speech participating in the project).

On their return from vacation there were no scheduled classes and seminarsin English and Theology; instead, students scheduled individual interviews withtheir instructors in these two disciplines for guidance in their research effortsDuring the final week of the project the sections of the Speech Department whoparticipated were asked to present short talks on the subjects treated in theirpapers. These talks were taped and a few of them may be presented to the facultyat a later date to show the enthusiasm which these particular students developedin the process of preparing their papers.

Of course, it is too early to give anything but first impressions as to thetotal value of the project; nevertheless, it seemed advisable to get these immediateimpressions at the end of the project while the whole experience was still fresh inthe minds of the instructors and students.
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Owe-emery 21, 1965, two clays after the end of the research project, the members
of the Committee on the Freshe= Interdisciplinary Research were asked the following
questions;

1. Although you have not had time to evaluate the worth of the papers prepared
in the project, what in general is your reaction at this time to the pros
ject as a whole?

2. How do you think the students reacted to the project?
3. Do you feel that it ues worthwhile? Of little real value? Or are your"

reactions mixed? Why?
4. Mat were the principal. 'snags' in it? Do you have any definite ideas

at this time as to how it could be handled better?
5. Was it really a chore or did you find it a pleasant experience?
5 How do think the students would answer Question 5?
7. Do you thick research experience of this kind has influenced any students

to change their plan; for college work? How?
8. Phat percentage of the students do you estimate at this time received a

real, worthwhile educational experience from the project?

In general the reaction to the project by the instructors participating was
quite favorable and there uts general belief that the project has merit as a tool
of education at Merymount. The English instructors named among their first bee
pressions that it was a good way to "teach" the term paper and that the students
perhaps learned better by "doing,"

Most of the committee (who have spent many long hours in private interviews
and guidance during the project) think that the majority of the students, after
their initial Veer of tackling scmething new and different found the work inter
eCing and in rmny cases very stimulating. There were, of course, eh* usual pet
centavo who find merely being in school a chore and whose reaction to this experi
Tont was either neutral or negative. It =de their "goofing off" all the more
evident.

The instructors found that they had come to know their students better than
even contact in seminar work provided. (English instructors are becoming quite
conversant in eheologyN) That item a chore in the time-consuming periods of
interview and guidance, no one will deny; however, many felt that this may be the
price that has to be paid to obtain the desired results. No doubt a much more
efeicient method well result from the experience gained in this initial project.

There was general agreement that stimulating the students towards independent
study is desirable and that this type of project could be an effective tool to
achieve this desired result.

Esteuetes of the percentage of the students who received really worthwhile
educational experience from the project ran from twenty to thirtyefive percent.
Nowever, the general opinion seemed to indicate that no one suffered a setback
in his learning experience of the Freshman year of college by being a part of
the project. (Incidentally, one consultant from Harvard University who has many
years experience in this type of projecteeboth at Harvard at the present and at
other colleges in years paste-estimates that only ten percent of his students
set superior or above average educational experiences in projects of this kind.)

it was suggested by the committee that if the evaluation of this project
ineicates that it is worthwhile, ,we should try it again next year with some better
ceeenization of time and resources.

Among the difficulties and problems encountered were these:
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1) Preliminary planning begun too late.
2) Choice of topics made too latt..
3) Library resources should be strougtheeed (see ca maeut below)
4) Interviews might be better structured.
5) Timing of final exeminations needs cooperation of all the faculty.
Although the library resources in ma fields were slim, in general the studentsdid net even nearly exhaust: the information they could have Celia in Mary= .uat'slibrary. They did not .selnk.willing to dig beyond the most evident and easily foundinformation and perhaps, too, there was always the great 'lark' of going to certainuniversity libraries. The Arlington-Fairfax Coranunity Center very generously loaneda tonftvolune set of the Jewish Encyclopedia and other books which were of great valueto the research project.

Contents from the sidelines vary from "The students as a whole seemed intenselyinterested in their work," to a very pessimistic "1 still will have to be shown thevalue in it." "Many were aroused by the genuine curiosity a student should have towardher volt." "It was the first time many of the students have bad something to gottheir teeth into." "Some students tried to use their paper as an excuse for notpreparing other lessons, but I doubt that this was the cause."

There will be a fuller report prepared for the faculty when all the papershave been studied and a closer evaluation can be made.

Sian your reporter's Scot blood won't let him leave the rest of this page
bleak, perhaps two exerpts from a speech made by the Scripture Scholar, rather
Carroll Stuhlmullar, C.?., last April will boat sum up the attitude of the committee
for this project as they planned and united with it:

"fan can live only by energizing the powers and exploiting the potentialities
put into his keep by Almighty God. Men's faults arise from his potentiality for
genuine greatness, but greatness can never be achieved without risking failure."

Nan, who is told to work out his salvation by living humanly, is constantly
required to abandon the triedand-prove that he has *meed to acquire and plunge
into the unknown: this is the tension created in lumina lire lullon God made man.
Itaa, at his best, must stir with a discontent which is engenderieg Ism hopes and
further ideas...When matters have settled and reached maturity, they are already
old and in need of rejuvenation. what one tan acclaims as his signal adievomento
others are already dubbing as old-fashioned. A cultare at its height is always
closest to its decay. When the Catholic educational system, to take but one example,
'aems at its best and can evoke long experience, some educators call for reassessment
and, perhaps, redirection. School administrators are told to form something net' and
different, but they are not told exactly what. Here is where some form of faith is
expected of them. They must step forward into the unknown, convinced that God wants
now experimentation. This step forward et* plateau may seem a plunge into trysteryitis struggle between the old and new, between the tried-and-proven and the
exciting and unknown, is vhat I understand as the tension between wisdom and Zan.


